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A REPORT ON STUDENT ATTRIBUTES

“Today’s students are tomorrow’s citizens”. This is the motto towards which the CODE OF

CONDUCT aims at.

Only the responsible students will be responsible tomorrow in the society, family and in their

career. Usually, rural students who go on to study at the graduate level also take responsibility of

their household work and farmwork.To balance this work with studies is one of the greatest

challenges that our students face. It is our, the teachers’, responsibility to help them prioritise

different responsibilities at home, profession and education, and to enable them to realise how

they can improve their lives with the right kind of emphasis on the right kind of responsibility. A

student who is aware of his/her responsibility at an early age will never go wrong in life. A

person who understands his home will understand the society, and one who understands the

society will understand the country well. The variety in personalities, psychologies, linguistic

attitudes, and economic conditions prevalent at home will help one to understand the society.

Hence, we remind the students that they should not lose their right to education even while

carrying out their responsibilities.We also remind them how education is essential for the

prosperity of not only their present households but also their future ones. After crossing the

thresholds of the home and the classroom, the student will need to enter the professional life. The

values that he/she learns as a student will support him throughout their career. A student who

passed by fair means will never make mistakes in the professional life. Again, it is the teachers

who should inculcate such values among students. So, in our teaching, we lay emphasis not just

on the prescribed lessons, but also on value based evaluation system. We recognise our role as

critical in building the contemporary society and in constructing the lives of future citizens. Our

behavior with students and our behavior in the institute in general will certainly impact the

students. Polite behaviour with colleagues and affectionate reception towards students will make

an indelible mark on the minds of the students.


